Across

1. the gradual disappearance of someone or something
4. to earn or supplement with effort
7. the respect or honor shown to one’s superiors or an idea
9. showing no emotion
12. extreme happiness
15. a structure with a rope used to hang criminals
16. barely sufficient or meager
17. noble and inspiring
19. showing delicacy in treatment or a subtle point of distinction
20. a written message sent with great speed
22. stubborn or unable to be persuaded
23. jail
26. unable to have children
28. to beg
29. having something taken away or denied
30. the state of being alone
32. a servant or errand runner
34. to find not guilty of the charge
36. brought up on charges
37. in a fast manner
38. using few words
39. sad and solemn

Down

2. trust in others or oneself
3. officially accused
5. a body covering used at funerals
6. a French prison used to house political prisoners
8. the qualities of loneliness and solitude
10. dry and deserted
11. colliding with others in a forceful manner
12. to be hungry
13. not able to be felt or observed
14. careful with money
18. to cause to happen or bring into being
21. embarrassed
24. sedate and reserved
25. the repetition of words or phrases for effect
27. the act of bringing back to life or repairing
31. to joke or to ridicule
33. eagle-like
35. to lie